Abstract. In this paper, we give a recurrence relation for the Tribonacci numbers with indices in aritmetics progression, fT rnCs g for 0 Ä s < n. We find sums of fT rn g for arbitrary integer r via matrix methods.
INTRODUCTION
For n 3; the Tribonacci numbers are defined by and˛;ˇ; are the roots of the equation x 3 x 2 x 1 D 0: The Tribonacci sequence is a special generalization of Fibonacci sequence. Many authors studied the Tribonacci sequence and its various properties. For example, in [11] , the author found a formula for the Tribonacci numbers by using analytic methods. In [13] , the author studied relationships between third order sequences with different initial conditions. And in [10] , the author investigated the Tribonacci numbers' De moivre-type identities. In [5] , the author found some formulas and identities and generating matrices for the sequences fT n g ; fT 4n g and their sums. In [9] , one can find the well-known identities for Tribonacci sequences. For example, 
For more details, we refer to [1, 2, 11, 12] .
The matrix method is very useful method in order to obtain some identities for special sequences. For example, using matrix methods, the authors obtained some identities for various special sequences (see [3, 4, 6-8]) .
In this study, we will consider certain subsequences of the Tribonacci sequence of form fT rnCs g for arbitrary integers r; s with 0 Ä s < r. After, we will find some formulas for sums of the sequence fT rn g by using matrix methods. Now we are giving a lemma and a theorem for the subsequence of the Tribonacci sequences to determine the recurrence relation. Proof. We will use the induction method. Obviously,˛CˇC
and .˛ˇ / n are the integers for 0 < n Ä r. Then, Theorem 1. For n > 2 and the integers r; s such that 0 Ä s < r,
where˛;ˇand are the roots of characteristic polynomial of the Tribonacci sequence x 3 x 2 x 1:
Proof. In order to prove the claim, we will use the Binet formula of the Tribonacci sequence. If we evaluate the right hand side of (1.2), then When r D 1 in the above theorem, we obtain the well-known Tribonacci recurrence.
SUMS OF TERMS OF THE SUBSEQUENCE fT rn g
In this section, we will compute sums of the Tribonacci numbers fT rn g and their sums by matrix methods.
where r is an integer, and define matrices F r and G n;r as shown, 
where initial conditions
Theorem 2. For n 3;
Proof. The proof follows from the induction method.
After some computations, the eigenvalues of matrix F r are˛r ;ˇr ; r and
:
Theorem 3. If n > 0; then
Proof. Since˛;ˇare different zero, then det L k ¤ 0: One can check that
If we sum both equations side by side, we obtain that
By Theorem 2, we deduce
Equating the .2; 1/ elements of each sides of the above equation completes the proof.
In the above theorem, we give a formula for sum of the terms of the sequence fT rn g for arbitrary r and for the generating matrix of the sums. Now we define two new matrices K r and R n;r in order to give a Binet like-formula for the sum of the terms of the sequence fT rn g, S nC1;r X n;r Y n;r S n;r S n;r X n 1;r Y n 1;r S n 1;r S n 1;r X n 2;r Y n 2;r S n 2;r S n 2;r X n 3;r Y n 3;r S n 3;r where
and S n;r was defined by (2.1):
Theorem 4. For n 3;
where fT r g is the Tribonacci sequence and the sequence fT r g is defined as in (2.2).
Proof. The proof follows from the induction method. Proof. The characteristic equation of the matrix K r is
Computing roots of the equation, we obtain˛r ;ˇr ; r and 1: So the matrix K r is diagonalizable. It can be shown that
If we sum the both equalities, we obtain
Using (2.3), we deduce that 
Determinantal representations
In this section, we give some relationships between the sequence fT rn g, the sum of terms of the sequence and the permanents of certain matrices. We define n n matrices H n;r ; Z n;r as follows We present some relationships with the following theorem.
Theorem 6. For n > 1 (i) T r perH n;r C T r perH n 1;r D T r.nC1/ (ii) T r perZ n;r C T r perZ n 1;r D P n j D1 T rj
NURETTIN IRMAK AND MURAT ALP
Proof. (i) If we expand the permanent of matrix H n;r according to the first column, then we obtain perH nC1;r D C .1/ r perH n;r C .2/ r perH n 1;r C C .3/ r perH n 1;r : Since perH n;r and fT rn g have the same recurrence relation and initial conditions, the proof is complete.
(ii) It can be proven similarly to the first identity.
COMBINATORIAL REPRESENTATIONS
In this part, we give some combinatorial representations of the terms of the sum of subsequence of the Tribonacci sequence and the entries of the n t h power of the companion matrix where the summation is over nonnegative integers satisfying t 1 C 2t 2 C C k t k D n i C j; and the coefficient in (3.1) is defined to be 1 if n D i j:
Corollary 1. Let S n;r be the sum of Tribonacci numbers where the subscripts form an arithmetic sequence. Then where the summation is over nonnegative integers satisfying r 1 C 2r 2 C 3r 3 C 4r 4 D n 1:
Corollary 2. Let T n be the n t h Tribonacci number. Then where the summation is over nonnegative integers satisfying t 1 C 2t 2 C 3t 3 D n 1:
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